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1 North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic Languages
North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA), is the largest group of Neo-Aramaic languages which include more
than a hundred dialects. It is spoken by Christian and Jewish communities native to an area spread across
northern Iraq, south-eastern Turkey, north-western Iran, and north-eastern Syria.

F Like other Semitic languages, it has a root and template system in the verbal morphology but it also
uses affixes.

F The verbal systems of all known NENA dialects are based primarily on two stems, known as the
Perfective and Imperfective Bases.

(1) Verb bases in Shaputnaya



Root Imperfective Base Perfective Base Infinitive Base
šql (take) šaql- šqel- šqal-
pθx (open) paθx- pθex- pθax-
xzy (see) xazy- xziy- xzay-

F There are two sets of agreement markers known as S.suffixes and L.suffixes (Khan 2002, 2008)

(2) Agreement morphemes in Shaputnaya

S-suffixes L-suffixes
1st Singular -en(m.)/-an(f.) -li
2nd Singular -et -lux(m.)/-lax(f.)
3rd Singular -le/- /0(m.)/-(l)a(f.) -le(m.)/-la(f.)

1st Plural -ex -lan
2nd Plural -etun -loxun
3rd Plural -ena -lun

F The order of these suffixes is fixed:

G Verbal Template in NENA: Verb Stem- S.Suffixes-L.suffixes.

(3) Transitive Non-perfective in Shaputnaya
ana
I

ourzey
those.men

xaz-en-nun
see-S.1MSG-L.3PL.

‘I will see those men.’ 1

(4) Transitive Perfective in Shaputnaya
ana
ana

Zahra
Zahra

xezy-a-li.
saw-S.3FSG-L.1SG

‘I saw Zahra.’

F All these languages manifest Aspect split without ergativity (Kalin 2014; Kalin & van-Urk 2015).

G Both sides of the split show nominative-accusative alignment.

G S.suffixes and L.suffixes mark different arguments in different aspects.

* Non-perfective: Subjects are marked by S.Suffixes and objects are marked by L.suffixes

* Perfective: Subjects are marked by L.suffixes and objects are marked by S.Suffixes

F All subjects and some objects trigger agreement on the verb.

G Only Specific objects trigger agreement. (Coghill 2014)

F Some NENA languages show person restriction on the object agreement.

G Only 3rd person (specific) objects trigger agreement on the verb.

Outlook
Scope of the talk: Micro-variation in the agreement pattern of four closely related languages of North-
eastern Neo-Aramaic which show aspectually conditioned split in the nominative-accusative system.

I will look at four aspect-based agreement splits:

1The /l/ of the L.suffixes assimilates to certain preceding consonants: -lun→-nun (Coghill, 2016)
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F Senaya: object agreement only in non-perfective & no person restriction on object agreement in
non-perfective (Kalin & van Urk’s partial agreement reversal )

F J. Zakho and C. Barwar: object agreement in Perfective and non-perfective & person restriction
on object agreement in perfective (Kalin & van Urk’s asymmetric complete agreement reversal)

F Kalin & van Urk (2014) provide a unified treatment of split ergativity and the agreement rever-
sals in these two languages.

F These splits arise because of an aspectual predicate in the imperfective that introduces an addi-
tional φ-probe.

G The analysis doesn’t extend to J. Amadiya.

F J. Amadiya: object agreement in Perfective and non-perfective & no person restriction on object
agreement (Kalin & van Urk’s symmetric complete agreement reversal)

F Kalin (2015) proposes that v and T could be held constant as agreement loci in Neo-Aramaic,
with differences between Neo-Aramaic languages boiling down to differences in verb move-
ment and contextual φ-activation

F It can account for all the three splits.

G We lose the unified analysis.

* v in perfective aspect doesn’t raise in Amadiya but raises to T in J. Zakho and C. Barwar

F Shaputnaya: object agreement in Perfective and non-perfective & person restriction on object agree-
ment in perfective and non-perfective

My goals for this talk are:

F a unified analysis of the split agreement pattern in these four languages

F Why is the order of S.suffixes and L.suffixes fixed, while their function differ across aspects?

F Is the person restriction on objects an instance of PCC?

F My analysis has three components:

G Position of arguments w.r.t agreement probes are different in different aspects.
+ Why there is Aspect split.

G The featural content of some probes differs across different languages.
+ Why there is variation and why there is person restriction on objects

G The person restriction on objects arises when there is a defective (#) probe.
G Assumption about the feature geometry of DPs

+ Why only 3rd person (specific) objects trigger agreement on the verb.

1.1 Jewish Amadiya
F All subjects and specific objects trigger agreement in both aspects.

F Subjects are marked by S-suffixes and objects by L-suffix in the imperfective aspect.
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(5) Transitive Imperfective :
k-šaql-i-lux.
IMPF-take-S.3PL-L.2SG.MSC
‘they take you.’ (Coghill, 2016)

(6) Intransitive Imperfective :
gdamx-in.
IMPF-sleep-S.1SG
‘I go to sleep.’ (Hoberman, 1989)

F In the perfective aspect, the function of the agreement suffixes reverse. Subjects are marked by
L-suffixes and objects by S-suffixes.

(7) Intransitive Perfective :
dmex-la.
slept-L.3SG.FEM
‘She went to sleep.’ (Hoberman, 1989)

(8) Transitive Perfective :
šqil-@t-ta
took-S.2SG-L.3SG.FEM
‘They took you.’ (Coghill, 2016)

(9) Agreement pattern in J. Amadiya

Jewish Amdiya Intransitive Transitive
Imperfective V-SS V-SS-OL

Perfective V-SL V-OS-SL

1.2 Senaya
F All subjects trigger agreement.

F All specific objects trigger agreement in the imperfective aspect.

F Subjects are marked by S-suffixes and objects by L-suffix.

(10) Intransitive Imperfective:
axnii
we

damx-ox.
sleep.IMPF-S.1PL

‘We sleep.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

(11) Transitive Imperfective:
ooya
she

molp-a-lan.
teach.IMPF-S.3FSG-L.1PL

‘She teaches us.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

F There is no object agreement in the perfective aspect.

F subjects are marked by L-suffixes.

(12) Intransitive Perfective :
axnii
we

dmex-lan.
sleep.PERF-L.1PL

‘We slept.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

(13) Transitive Perfective :
axnii
we

xa
one

ksuuta
book

ksuu-lan.
write.PERF-L.1PL

‘We wrote a book.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

F The presence of definite and pronominal objects in the perfective leads to ungrammaticality.

(14)*axnii
we

oo
that

ksuuta
book

ksuu(-laa/-a)-lan(-laa/-a).
write.PERF(-L/S.3FSG)-L.1PL(-L/S.3FSG)

‘We wrote that book.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

(15) Agreement pattern in Senaya

Senaya Intransitive Transitive
Imperfective V-SS V-SS-OL

Perfective V-SL V-SL
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1.3 Jewish Zakho & Christian Barwar
F All subjects and specific objects trigger agreement in the imperfective aspect.

F Subjects are marked by S-suffixes and objects by L-suffix in the imperfective aspect.

(16) Intransitive Imperfective:
ána
I

mET-en
die.IMPF-S.1SG

‘I die.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

(17) Transitive Imperfective:
mEy-n@́-na
bring.IMPF-S.1SG-L.3FSG

’ay-báxta.
DEM-woman.

‘I shall bring that woman.’
(Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

F In the perfective, only third person specific objects can be marked on the verb.

F Subjects are marked by L-suffixes and third person definite objects by S-suffixes.

(18) Intransitive Perfective:
kalba
dog

nwix-le.
bark.PERF-L.3MSG.

‘The dog barked.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

(19) Transitive Perfective
*griš-an-le.
pull.PERFS.1FSG-L.3MSG

‘He pulled me.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

(20) Transitive Perfective:
xawr-ăwaT-i
friend-PL-1SG.GEN

brat-i
daughter-1SG

griš-a-la.
pull.PERF-S.3FSG-L.3PL

‘My friends pulled my daughter.’ (Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

(21) Agreement pattern in J. Zakho & C. Barwar

Christian Barwar Intransitive Transitive
Imperfective V-SS V-SS-OL

Perfective V-SL V-OS-SL

1.4 Shaputnaya
F Shaputnaya is a North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA) dialect which is spoken by the Assyrian com-

munity in Marmisho village (Mar Behisho in th e old map of Hakkari ) located in Tergawar district
of Urmia, Iran.

F Very few speakers as a result of standardization of Urmajnaya dialect

F Stigmatized as the language of “people of mountains”

F All subjects trigger agreement on the verb.

F Only third person specific objects trigger agreement.

F In the perfective, subjects are marked by L-suffixes and objects are maked by S-suffixes on the verb.
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(22) Intransitive Perfective
ana
I

xeš-li
go.PERF-L.1SG

‘I went.’

(23) Transitive Perfective:
ana
ana

Zahra
Zahra

xezy-a-li.
see.PERF-S.3FSG-L.1SG

‘I saw Zahra.’

F 1st and 2nd person objects don’t trigger agreement on the verb but their presence in object position
don’t lead to ungrammaticality.

(24) Transitive Perfective:
ana
ana

qatox
you.MSG

xezy-li.
see.PERF-L.1SG

‘I saw you.’

(25) Transitive Perfective:
ana
ana

Zahra
Zahra

qatox
you.MSG

xezy-li.
see.PERF-L.1SG

‘I saw Zahra and you.’

F Shapuntaya uses the imperfective base to mark future events.

F All subject trigger agreement on the verb and are marked by S-suffixes.

F Only specific third person objects trigger agreement and they are marked by L-suffixes.

(26) Intransitive Future:
ana
I

dĳaz-en
go-S.1MSG

‘I will go.’

(27) Transitive Future :
ana
I

ourzey
those.men

xaz-en-non.
see.IMPF-S.1MSG-L.3PL

‘I will see those men.’

F Null 1st /2nd person objects trigger agreement.

(28) Ana
I

qatax
you

xazz-en-*(nax).
see-S.1FSG-L.2FSG.

‘I will see you.’

(29) xaz-en-nax.
see-S.1MSG-L.2FSG.
‘I will see you.’

F Shaputnaya uses the infinitive base to mark on-going events.

F All subject trigger agreement on the verb and are marked by S-suffixes.

F Only specific third person objects trigger agreement but they are marked with a single morpheme
”-o” which attaches before subject agreement marker.

(30) Intransitive Imperfective:
a. ana

I
brexš-en
go-S.1MSG

‘I go.’

(31) Transitive Imperfective :
ana
I

Zahra
Zahra

b-xzay-on.
IMPF-see.INF-3O.S.1MSG.

‘I see Zahra.’

(32) Transitive Imperfective :
ana
I

qatox
you.MSG

b-xzay-en.
IMPF-see.INF-3O.S.1MSG.

‘I see you.’

(33) Agreement pattern in Shaputnaya

Shaputnaya Intransitive Transitive
Imperfective V-SS V-O-SS

Future V-SS V-SS-OL

Perfective V-SL V-OS-SL
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Summary

(34) The summary of agreement patterns in the four languages

Dialects Non-Perfective Perfective 3rd Person Restriction on Objects
J. AMADIYA V-SS-OL V-OS-SL No Person Restriction

J. ZAKHO / C. BARWAR V-SS-OL V-OS-SL Only in Perfective

SENAYA V-SS-OL V-SL
No Person Restriction in non-perfective

No object agreement in Perfective

SHAPUTNAYA
FUT:V-SS-OL
IMPF: V-O-SS

V-OS-SL Perfective & Non-Perfective

SS = Subject marked by S-suffix; SL = Subject marked by L-suffix; OS = Object marked by S-suffix;
OL = Object marked by L-suffix; O = Object marked by an invariant morpheme -o

2 Proposal

• Why is the order of S.suffixes and L.suffixes fixed, while their function differ across aspects?

F I follow Baker’s (1985) Mirror Principle to take the order of S.suffixes and L.suffixes as the reflection
of the order in which the agreement relations associated with these suffixes apply.

G The probes associated with S.suffixes are the first agreement probes that enter the derivation.

F There can only be one probe in the AspP domain.

F The probe in the perfective agrees with the object and the probe in the imperfective agrees withe the
subject. There are two ways to formalize this:

G Both Perfective and imperfective Aspect can introduce φ-probe

* Perfective Asp, but not imperfective counterpart, attracts a DP into its specifier. (Bjork-
man, 2014)

* Subject moves to satisfy EPP feature of the perfective aspect head before φ starts to probe
(Ura 2006, Hoover, 2020).

* Agree is downward. (Chomsky 2000, 2001)
+ Perfective Asp agrees with the argument left in its c-commanding domain i.e. object.

(35) a. AspP

IMPF
φ

vP

Subj
v ...

Obj

b. AspP

Subj
PERF

φ

vP

〈Subj〉
v ...

Obj
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G The probe in the perfective is on v0 and the probe in the imperfective is on Asp0

– Perfective v0 is special. (Anand & Nevins, 2006)

(36) a. AspP

IMPF
φ

vP

Subj
v ...

Obj

b. AspP

PERF vP

Subj
v
φ

...
Obj

F The probe associated with L.suffixes is on T.

G it agrees with the argument whose φ-features have not already been agreed with.

* subject in the perfective

* object in the imperfective

G Subject becomes inactive after all of its φ-features have been agreed with (Kalin & van Urk,
2014).
+T can target the object.

(37) a. TP

T
φ IMPF

φ

vP

Subj
v ...

Obj

b. TP

T
φ

AspP

PERF vP

Subj
v
φ

...
Obj

• Why is there a variation among NENA languages?

F Variation among these language is the result of the different featural content of the agreement probes
on T and PERF (or v).

G These heads can either carry a person probe, a number probe or none.

• Why, in some NENA languages, do only 3rd person definite objects trigger agreement?

F The restriction is caused by a defective or missing person probe (Compton, 2019).
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Dialects T IMPF ASP PERF ASP
J. AMADIYA φ φ φ

J. ZAKHO / C. BARWAR φ φ #
SENAYA φ φ -

SHAPUTNAYA
FUT: φ

INF: -
φ

PROG: π / #
#

F Unlike the familiar cases of PCC, the person restriction in NENA is not limited to environments where
two arguments must be licensed by a single φ-probe, contra Kalin & van Urk (2014).

G Person and number probes to be separate syntactic heads. (Sigurksson & Holmberg 2008,
Preminger 2013, among others)

G A number probe cannot value person features on 1st and 2nd objects.

G Person Licensing Condition (PLC) :
An interpretable 1st and 2nd person feature must be licensed by entering into an Agree relation
with a functional category.

+ The derivation would crash.

• Why can’t # -probe agree with number features of 1st and 2nd person objects?

F The featural content of DPs is structured in a way that only the specification of dominant feature head
in the feature geometry tree is visible to the probe.

G πP is a phase.

F The number probe does not have access to number feature of 1/2 person because it is further specified
for the person.

F 3rd person forms encode the absence of valued person features and they spell out only number and
gender features.

+ # only agrees with 3rd person objects.

(38) a. DP1/2

πP

π #P

# ...

b. DP3

#P

# ...

• Why, in some (or all?) NENA languages, 1st and 2nd person objects don’t lead to ungrammaticality.?

F qat- is a preposition (Khan, 2016).
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Summary

(39) a. Imperfective
T’

T S, CB, JA = φ

F-SH = φ

I-SH = /0


AspP

IMPF[
φ

I-SH = π/#

] vP

Subj ...
Obj

b. Perfective
T’

T[
φ
] Asp’

subj Asp’

PERF JA = φ

CB,SH = #
S = /0


vP

〈Subj〉 v’

v Obj

Legend: S=Senaya/ CB=Ch.Barwar/ JA=J.Amadiya/ SH=Shaputnaya F-SH= Future in SH/ I-SH=Imperfective in SH

I-SH: Infinitival T is inactive. Asp has a split probe. π agrees with subj; # with obj. Obj agreement is marked by an invariant morpheme.

3 Previous Accounts

3.1 Kalin & van Urk (2014)
F These splits arise because of an aspectual predicate in the imperfective that introduces an additional

φ-probe (Laka 2006; Coon 2010; Coon and Preminger 2012)

F When the verb is in perfective, there is only one φ-probe in the structure which is located on T.

F v is always inactive in NENA.

F φ-probe may sometimes agree with multiple arguments because φ-probes consist of separate person
(π) and number (#) probes, which probe separately.

F PCC effects arise when two arguments compete for the attention of one φ-probe (e.g., Anagnos-
topoulou 2003; Béjar and Rezac 2003; Nevins 2007; Rezac 2011)

+ It predicts that there should always be a person restriction on objects in the perfective. There-
fore, it cannot extend to J. Amadiya.

3.2 Kalin (2015)
F She provides a syntactic analysis of the agreement split in J. Amadiya which was analyzed as a

morphological reversal by Baerman’s (2007).

F v bears a φ-probe, morphologically realized as an S-suffix

F T bears a φ-probe, morphologically realized as an L-suffix (Kalin & van Urk 2015)

F v raises to Asp in the imperfective but not in the perfective

F She extends this analysis to Senaya, J. Zakho and C. Barwar
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G In Senaya, v is an agreement locus only when it raises to Asp, which only happens in the
imperfective

G J. Zakho and C. Barwar are just like Amadiya, except that v raises to T in the perfective.

G are just like Amadiya, except that v raises to T in the perfective.

G Two φ-probes end up at the same complex head + PCC

Conclusion
F Asp and T can carry a probe in NENA.

+ v is inactive across NENA ( Kalin & van Urk, 2014)

+ There are two probes in the perfective ( Kalin, 2015).

F Agreement with T always spells out as L.suffixes and agreement with Asp spells out as S.suffixes.

+ This is an advantage of this system to the previous accounts by Kalin & van Urk (2014) and
Kalin (2015)

F The featural content of these probes can vary across different languages

F The split arises because the perfective aspect has an EPP feature, forcing the subject to move out of
its c-commanding domain.

G compatible with the idea that imperfective aspect has added structures (Coon 2010; Coon and
Preminger 2012). Therefore, it can contain more arguments in its domain.

G compatible with the ergative to nominative-accusative continuum within the Neo-Aramaic lan-
guage family (Doron and Khan, 2012),

F The person restriction on object arises when there is a defective number (#) probe.

+ This can account for the person restriction in the perfective aspect of J. Zakho and C. Barwar
as well as the lack of similar restriction in the perfective aspect of J. Amadiya.

F The featural content of the goal is structured in a way that only the specification of dominant feature
head in feature geometry tree is visible to the probe.

F The number probe does not have access to number feature of 1/2 person because they are specified
for the person.
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